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Sports

Readers rush to Manny's defense
against 'Terrible Tomase'

John Tomase

In the six seconds it takes to read this
sentence, I probably received another piece of hate mail.

They've been coming fast and furious since this small-time
writer at the small-time paper had the audacity to question
Manny Ramirez's heart and desire this week in a column
detailing his penchant for seeking the quickest path to the
bench when injured.

The piece probably could have been toned down a tad, but
I'm not backing an inch off the premise — that Manny hasn't
been Manny for much of the season largely because he lacks
desire.

The readers would disagree, many in language that would
make a resident of Deadwood blush.

Of the 133 messages that entered my inbox in the 24 hours
after publication, I considered 16 supportive, though nine of
those came from other writers, college friends, and a guy
who grew up on my street.

The other 117 ... not so friendly.

Manny Ramirez is apparently the most popular Red Sox
player we will ever lay eyes on, in this life or the next. And
as many of my (former?) readers see it, I could not be
reincarnated as a low enough life form.

I am, in no particular order: fat, agenda-driven, lazy, jealous
of Manny's money, a hack, a moron (117 times over), an
embarrassment, a disgrace, and some interesting compound
adjectives involving profanities coupled with words like hat,
stick and face.

Anyway, there seem to be some issues out there in readerland
that need clearing up. And herewith, my responses:

I have a great solution to determine the true severity of
Manny's injuries. The next time the Red Sox are at Fenway,
why don't you come down to the field, put on a batting helmet
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why don't you come down to the field, put on a batting helmet
and step in the box. Danny Haren from the Oakland A's will
then throw a 90 mph fastball at your head, "grazing" your
helmet. If you manage to get back up, we'll then have David
Williams throw a fastball right at your lower leg. I'd love to
see how you function afterwards. I'm willing to bet you'd be
"working from home" for the next few days/weeks.— Jake

I received many variations of this one, though none as
eloquent as Jake's. Most noted that the only part of the
anatomy that takes any abuse in my line of work rests on a
chair.

Full disclosure: I have never been hit in the shin by a major
league fastball or in the head by a Dan Haren slider. But I
did break my finger once in Little League, and it hurt like a
bad word. I kept playing for two weeks, even though I
couldn't catch a ball or grip a bat.

Unfortunately, my coaches didn't notice anything out of the
ordinary beyond, "Tomase dropped another one. Why is he
crying this time?"

What did they want? I had an oowie.

...

Why are you so concerned about how much money Manny
makes every second of the day? Turn your frown upside
down, John. Or at least ask your paper for a raise. It might
put you in a better mood. — Randy

I got a lot of these, too. If I'm simply jealous of Manny's
salary, then I'm seriously in the wrong line of work.
Clubhouse kids make more than I do. Hmm ... maybe I
should start ripping them after I get my raise.

...

When you write an article like that, you lose a lot of
credibility. It's like you have a personal vendetta against him.
I don't know if he spurned you in the past, but shame on you
for whatever he did to make you write such a story. — David

Another common message. No one's going to believe this,
but I actually like Manny personally. He's so goofy, he's hard
to dislike. Google "Tomase, Manny" and I guarantee you'll
find a bunch of positive articles. Liking or disliking someone
has nothing to do with what I do. It's my job to bring people
what I believe to be the truth, even if they don't want to hear
it.

In this case, I do not believe that Manny has been giving his
all this season. That does not mean he can't change, or that
he won't produce. The last week has shown us that. But I still
worry about where Manny's head will be when the games
really matter.

If the Yankees hit him on the hip or the quad in September,
will he stick it out or call it a night? It's a fair question.
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...

Did Manny kick your dog or something? — Charlotte,
Springfield, Mass.

Nothing could be further from the truth, fair Charlotte. I don't
own a dog.

...

I wonder if his grandmother or his dog will be sick around
the All-Star break this year? — John

Interesting how two takes on the canine theme can make
wildly different points. Since I'm pretty sure Manny ran out
of grandmothers a while ago, I'm going to have to put my
money on the sick puppy.

...

I've taken more than four days off from my job this year. And
I care! — Dana

I don't know where you work, Dana, but I'm coming after
you next.

...

Stop whining, guy. You sound like a little girl. Give it up.
Nobody cares about your stupid opinion. Nobody would have
even read that whiny-sniffling, "please give me attention
because I work for a third-rate suburban newspaper" article
if Dirt Dogs didn't link to it. Make a name for yourself some
other way, crybaby. — Darryl, 10:04 p.m.

Geez, Darryl. Tell me how you really feel. Oh wait, what just
popped into my inbox?

Sorry for that e-mail Mr. Tomase. I like you as a writer and I
just overreacted. I don't think you're third rate or starving for
attention. Please accept my apology. I just get a little
defensive about the Red Sox. — Darryl, 10:42 p.m.

I feel like Faye Dunaway at the end of "Chinatown." "My
mother ... my sister ... my mother ... my sister." Slap. But
thank you, Darryl.

...

No one has ever heard of you until now. So shut up. Take
your newspaper and column that no one has ever heard of
and shut up. Don't write anything stupid like this again. —
Sam, age 15, Beaver Country Day School.

They are pumping some truly angry 15-year-olds out of
Beaver Country Day these days, no?

...

Great article fat boy! It might get your circulation over 100.
Way to go! Man Ram rules! — Jerome



Way to go! Man Ram rules! — Jerome

Whatever Jerome does in his free time is his own business,
and I will not judge him.

...

Your article was inaccurate and a waste of space. This year
he's hitting .229 with the bases loaded and .357 with runners
in scoring position. His OPS with RISP is 1.285. To use small
words (the only kind you apparently understand) Manny's
killing the ball in the clutch. — Steve, Portland, Maine

Multiple acronyms in one e-mail can only mean this is the
work of a Sons of Sam Horn poster. The Sons of Sammy are
killing me for cherry picking stats, and in this instance they
got me. I have no defense, except to hang my head in shame.
As penance, I promise to write features on every player on
the Gulf Coast Sox by the end of the summer.

...

People like you do not deserve the championship you were
given last year. You just don't deserve it. — Rick, 51, Dallas

Rick, I will return my ring tomorrow. Thank God I held onto
the receipt.

...

Everyone is kind of laughing at you. — Selwyn,
Mattapoisett, Mass.

Not true. I've got cousins in Mattapoisett, and I know for a
fact that they still love me.

...

You keep hatin' — he'll keep hittin' ;-) — MLB

A rap lyric and an emoticon in the same message. This is a
good day.

...

I'm usually a defender of Manny, but your article has made
me look at things in a completely different way. Your points
are valid. I still can't help but like the guy in an overall
sense, but I do not feel quite as forgiving after reading your
article. Thanks for writing it. Go Sox. — Staci

How did this one get in here? In case anyone's wondering,
I've never met Staci in my life, but I bet she's awfully pretty.

...

Thank you very much for your article about Manny. It came
in very handy this evening when I ran out of Charmin. —
Nick

Just for Nick, I'm hereby requesting that The Eagle-Tribune
increase the cotton content in its paper stock.



increase the cotton content in its paper stock.

...

You're a (bleeping) idiot. I stopped reading your article as
soon as you began a sentence with the word "and." ...
Proofread your (bleeping) article before it hits the stands. —
Al

Al also castigated me for majoring in communications and
resigning myself to a life of poverty. Technically, I majored
in English. And I'm pretty sure the old, "don't start a sentence
with a conjunction rule," ceases to be enforced after grade 3.

...

Maybe its pure JEALOUSY as to why Manny is constantly a
target, wow hes making a lot of $, GET OVER IT. —
Bradford

Bradford, I think Al would like to have a word with you.

...

Will you be angry forever? Will your jealousy burn like fire?
You must ask yourself these questions. — Anthony, NYC

My personal favorite, just because it sounds like the cut
scene from an 8-bit Nintendo martial arts game circa 1989.

...

Manny sure looked like crap tonight, huh? Couldn't do better
than a three-run shot and four RBIs. Lighten up, pal. — Bob

As they say, timing is everything. Yes, Manny's been on a
tear the last week. And, yes, he homered in the first two
games after my column. Maybe the Sox should hire me as a
motivational speaker.

So there you have it. A tiny sample of the vitriol that
threatened to crash The Eagle-Tribune's obscenity filters
yesterday. Keep those letters coming.

Just don't be offended if I fail to reply — I start my new life
on an island in the Maldives as part of the Witness Protection
Program next week.

John Tomase is a battered and bruised Eagle-Tribune writer.
E-mail him at jtomase@eagletribune.com.
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